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The issues with interest calculations in
arbitration awards
There is often much angst about choosing the right method of calculating interest on
an arbitral award and, indeed, which interest rate to use. There are no criteria that
can be applied a priori to assist in the selection in a particular case. Rather, the key
is to determine what monetary return the injured party might have earned had they
had use of the arbitral award over the relevant period of time. This amount can then
be readily translated into a method and interest rate to suit the arbitrator.

INTRODUCTION

n

Often the interest element of an
arbitral award is comparable to the
award itself. For example, in Tenaris S.A. &
ors v Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela [ICSID
Case No. ARB/11/26]1 the total award was
US$172.8m of which the interest element
was US$85.5m, or just under half of the total
award. Yet despite its importance, a multitude
of methods exist to calculate the interest.
We describe the different methods available
to conduct the calculation and apply these
to a particular example so that they can be
compared.

THE RATIONALE FOR INTEREST
Any delay in payment of a cash award
results in loss for the claimant and a gain
for the respondent. The “time value of
money” – a pound in the pocket today is
worth more than a pound in the future
– is often cited as the explanation. It is
useful to consider what the unpaid funds
could have been used for by the claimant.
Different uses of funds will yield different
interest amounts, sometimes substantially
so. For example, the award could have been
deposited in an interest-bearing asset for
the period of the delay or used to repay the
claimant’s own indebtedness and thus save
on interest costs. Assuming the arbitral
award is £10,000,000 and the relevant
period of time is three years, applying the
award to an investment in UK government
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KEY POINTS
 There are many methods of calculating interest.
 The focus of the calculation, however, should be not so much on the “correct” method,
as on the principle underlying the need to include interest.
 The purpose is compensation for not having had use of the money over the relevant time
period.
 The question then becomes: to what use would the injured party have applied the money?
 The desired method of calculation and applicable interest rate can then be chosen to fit the
facts.
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gilt yielding, say 0.25%, would result in
interest of £75,000. On the other hand,
repaying indebtedness with an interest
rate of 3.00% would result in a much larger
interest amount of £940,000. Nor are the
rates used in the examples unrepresentative.
In the US in Spalding v Mason, 161 U.S.
375, 396 (1896) (quoting Curtis v Innerarity,
47 U.S. 146, 154 (1848)) the principle of
interest was put like this:
“It is a dictate of natural justice, and the
law of every civilized country, that a man
is bound in equity, not only to perform
his engagements, but also to repair all the
damages that accrue naturally from their
breach …” (emphasis added)
It is well summarised in Hrvatska
Elektroprivreda D.D. v Republic of Slovenia
[ICSID Case No. ARB/05/24]2 (HEP).
The Award states that:
“The purpose of interest is to ‘compensate
the injured party for not having had the
use of the money between the date when
it ought to have been paid and the date
of the payment’. It is therefore
appropriate that the rate of interest
represents a reasonable and fair rate
that approximates the return the injured
party might have earned if it had had the
use of its money over the full period of time.”
(emphasis added)

THE INTEREST CALCULATION
“She … knew more than one way to skin a
cat”, said Mark Twain. 3 The same may be
said of interest calculations. As an example,
say £100,000 was deposited for exactly two
years at the end of which £20,000 interest
was received. What is the interest rate? As
it stands the question cannot be answered.
There are many interest rates which will
lead to the same amount of interest (see
Table 1 overleaf). Where, i = the interest
amount (£20,000), N = the amount
deposited (£100,000), r = interest rate, and
t = the number of years for the deposit
(2 years).
Take for example the calculation of
the compound interest rate where the
compounding is six-monthly (semi-annual).
The amount of interest is given by:
FIGURE 1:
0.0933 (2*2)
)
− £100,000
2
(4)
= £100,000 * (1+0.04665) − £100,000

i = £100,000 * (1+

= £100,000 * 1.200 − £100,000
= £20,000

Here, n4 means (n * n * n * n) where n
is any number (the method for writing this
formula in a spreadsheet is =n^4), so that
1.046654 = 1.04665 * 1.04665 * 1.04665 *
1.04665 = 1.20.
There are a number of methods and
associated interest rates which produce
the same end result: £20,000 of interest.
Therefore, the question is not what the
“correct” method and interest rate are for the
calculation of interest, rather it is what is the
correct amount of interest. Following HEP, what
is the amount of return the injured party might
have earned if it had had the use of its money over
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TABLE 1:
METHOD

COMPOUNDING
PERIOD

INTEREST
RATE

NA

10.00%

Simple

Compound

1 year
(annual)

Compound

6 months
(semi-annual)

Compound

3 months
(quarterly)

Compound

1 month
(monthly)

9.54%

9.33%

9.22%

9.15%

the full period of time. In other words, to what
use would the money have been put had the
injured party received it on a timely basis?

USE OF AWARD
Generally, four dates are relevant when
calculating interest: (a) the date on which the
payment was actually due to be paid by the
respondent (the Due Date); (b) the date on
which the amount that should have been paid
is awarded by the tribunal (the Award Date);
(c) the date on which the award should be paid
following the Award Date (the Award Payment
Date); and (d) the date on which the award is
actually paid (the Actual Payment Date). The
interest accrued between the Due Date and the
Award Date is termed the “Pre-Award” interest
and the interest accrued between the Award
Payment Date and the Actual Payment Date is
termed the “Post-Award” interest.
It is not necessarily the case that the PreAward and Post-Award interest calculation
methods have to be the same, though this
tends to be the case. The Chartered Institute
of Arbitrators puts it like this:
“Where the rate has been fixed for the
period up to the issue of the award [Pre-

FORMULA
i=N*r*t
(£20,000 = £100,000 * 0.10 * 2)
i = N * (1+r)t – N
(£20,000 = £100,000 *
(1 + 0.0954)2 - £100,000)
i = N * (1+2r ) (2*t) – N
(£20,000 = £100,000 *
(1 + 0.0933/2)4 - £100,000)
i = N * (1+4r ) (4*t) – N
(£20,000 = £100,000 *
(1 + 0.0922/4)8 - £100,000)
i = N * (1+12r ) (12*t) – N
(£20,000 = £100,000 *
(1 + 0.0915/12)24 - £100,000)

Award] it is normally right, as a matter of
discretion, to award the same rate for the
period between the award and payment
[Post-Award] as has been awarded for the
previous period.” (Paragraph 12.2, Practice
Guideline 13: Guidelines for Arbitrators
on how to approach the making of awards
on interest (the Guidelines)).
The calculation of interest where the
award specifies a fixed rate (simple or
compounding) is straightforward. On the
other hand, the application of variable rates,
such as the Base Rate – it is more accurately
described as the “Bank Rate”, set by the
Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank of
England – is more challenging. An award can
include an addition of a margin (also referred
to as an “uplift”) to the relevant interest rate.
For the purpose of the following illustrations,
an uplift of 2% is used, the interest period is
28 August 2019 to 28 August 2020 and the
award excluding interest is £100m.

Example 1. British pound sixmonth LIBOR
Six-month GBP LIBOR on 28 August
2019 was 0.78%. The interest accrued
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until 28 February 2020 (six months later;
184 days) is calculated as £1,401,424.66
(£100,000,000 * (2.00% + 0.78%) * 184 /
365). Six-month GBP LIBOR on 28 February
2020 was 0.69%. The interest accrued until
28 August 2020 (182 days later) is calculated
as £1,341,315.07 (£100,000,000 * (2.00%
+ 0.69%) * 182 / 365). The total interest
is thus £2,742,739.73. This calculation,
however, ignores the interest on the interest;
that is to say the six-month interest on the
£1,401,424.66. This amounts to an additional
£18,797.52 (£1,401,424.66 * (2.00% + 0.69%)
* 182/365) which has the effect of increasing
the total interest amount to £2,761,537.25.
This figure would be the technically correct
amount of total interest. The Guidelines
(para 8.2) do not discuss whether interest on
interest is to be included when LIBOR is used.
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Example 2. British pound Base
Rate Loan
The interest calculation using the Base Rate
is often described in financial transactions as
follows:
“… interest is calculated on a daily basis
and shall be paid quarterly. For any
particular period, it is calculated on the
number of days in that period and a year
of 365 days. The Base Rate applying on
any date that is not a business day will be
the Base Rate applying on the immediately
preceding business day.”
Using this formulation, the mathematical
calculation is the same as that for LIBOR with
LIBOR at the beginning of the period replaced
by the arithmetic mean of the Base Rate during
the period (adjusting for weekends and other
holidays). See Table 2 overleaf. (The total
interest increases to £2,480,707.67 if interest
on interest is included. The Guidelines do not
discuss whether interest on interest is to be
included when the Base Rate is used.)
Two further methods of calculating
interest using Base Rates are proposed by the
Guidelines:
 The first at para 11.1.8, relevant to the
Late Payment Of Commercial Debts
(Interest) Act 1998, uses the Base Rate
on the first day of the interest period.
January 2021
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TABLE 2:
INTEREST

CALCULATION

0.75%

£693,150.68

£100,000,000*(2%
+ 0.75%)*92 ÷ 365

92

0.75%

£693,150.68

£100,000,000*(2%
+ 0.75%)*92 ÷ 365

28-02-20 to 28-05-20

90

0.20%

£542,465.75

£100,000,000*(2%
+ 0.20%)*90 ÷ 365

28-05-20 to 28-08-20

92

0.10%

£529,315.07

£100,000,000*(2%
+ 0.10%)*92 ÷ 365

NO.
OF
DAYS

AVERAGE
BASE
RATE

28-08-19 to 28-11-19

92

28-11-19 to 28-02-20

INTEREST PERIOD

TOTAL INTEREST

£2,458,082.19

TABLE 3:
DATE

AMOUNT

SONIA

INTEREST

28-Aug-19

100,000,000.00

0.7113%

1,948.77

29-Aug-19

100,001,948.77

0.7101%

1,945.52

30-Aug-19

100,003,894.28

:

:

28-Aug-20

:

:

:

:

:

:

102,421,115.07

TABLE 4:
REFERENCE RATE

INTEREST

6-month LIBOR

£2,742,739.73

0.7352%

Base Rate (first day of period)

£2,593,698.63

0.5866%

Base Rate (average over period)

£2,458,082.19

0.4514%

OTHER ISSUES
This formulation in HEP is straightforward
but hides various complexities:
 What if the amount the injured party
might have earned is much less than
the respondent’s borrowing cost? The
respondent is then incentivised to delay
payment given that it has effectively
borrowed funds to the extent of the award
from the claimant at a rate lower than it
would otherwise pay to its normal lenders.
It is an obvious fact of business that either
party to an agreement could default on its
obligations. It seems rational, therefore,
that if the respondent’s borrowing cost
were an issue it could have been included
in the governing agreement, for example,
in the form of a contractual rate of interest
on defaulted payment obligations. If such

SONIA (single period)

£2,421,115.07

0.4145%

SONIA (quarterly)

£2,420,578.63

0.4140%

Using this method, the interest would
be £2,593,698.63. I am not aware of
any financial instrument that uses this
method of calculating interest.
 The second at para 12.7, when calculating
post-award interest, uses the average
(arithmetic mean) of the Base Rates during
the entire period. Using this method, the
interest would be £2,458,082.19, ie the
same amount as the calculation in the
table. This method would be consistent
with Base Rate financial products if
interest on interest is excluded.
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EQUIVALENT SIMPLE RATE

a total amount outstanding on 29 August
2019 of £100,001,948.77. On 29 August
2019 SONIA was 0.7101%. The interest
on £100,001,948.77 for one day (to 30
August 2019) is £1,945.52 (£100,001,948.77
* 0.007101 * 1 /365) giving the total
amount outstanding on 30 August 2019 of
£100,003,894.28. This process is repeated
until either: (a) the Award Payment Date
(28 August 2020 in the example); or (b) the
end of the first interest period (28 November
2019 in the example) and then repeated for
each interest period. The interest is calculated
to be £2,421,115.07 and £2,420,578.63,
respectively. The application of SONIA
uses the method of daily compounding.
See Table 3 opposite.
Once regarded as usury and banned
under Roman law as early as 342 B.C. (Leges
Genuciaei), compound interest, whether
using fixed rates or variable rates, is not
legal today in a number of jurisdictions.
As demonstrated above, any monetary
return can be expressed as an interest rate
using either simple or compound interest.
For example, Table 4 opposite shows the
equivalent simple rate of interest for each of
the methods illustrated above.
For each currency there are many
potential variable interest rates that might be
used, and each has its own distinct method of
application.
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Example 3. SONIA
The Sterling Overnight Index Average Rate
(SONIA) is published by the Bank of England
and it is the designated replacement for GBP
LIBOR once it is abolished at the end of 2021.4
Like the Base Rate, SONIA is a daily rate,
however the way it is used in financial products
is fundamentally different. As an overnight
rate, it is used to calculate one day’s interest.
For example, SONIA was 0.7113% on 28
August 2019. The interest on £100,000,000
for one day (to 29 August 2019) is £1,948.77
(£100,000,000 * 0.007113 * 1 /365) giving
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a rate is included then it can be used,
absent which it is reasonable that the
formulation in HEP stands irrespective of
the respondent’s cost of funds.
 The claimant is taking the credit risk
– the risk of default and non-payment
– of the respondent to the extent of the
award. As such, should the claimant
be compensated for the risk it has been
forced to assume? Of course, these points
are linked; the lower the credit quality
of the respondent the greater its
borrowing cost.
In
 the current economic malaise it is
feasible that interest rates for, amongst
others, the British pound and US dollar
will become negative in the near future.
Rates are currently negative in Denmark
(2012), Switzerland (2015) and Japan
(2016), for example, and have been for
quite some time. New drafts of many
financial agreements explicitly state that
the minimum applicable interest rate will
be zero. However, negative rates could
well be applicable for legacy agreements.
In such circumstances, where interest is
to be added to the award, would negative
rates be applicable given the effect would
be to reduce the award?
 The return the injured party may have
earned may be linked only partly to
interest rates, or not linked at all. It is
feasible that the return may be linked to
a different index. One such example is
inflation, which has its own particular
complexities. 5 A discussion of inflation is
beyond the scope of this article.
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and legal advice on the issues discussed
should be sought in the ordinary way.
1 https://www.italaw.com/sites/default/files/
case-documents/italaw7098.pdf, paras 570
and 625(7).
2 https://www.italaw.com/sites/default/files/
case-documents/ITA%20LAW%207012.pdf,
para 547.
3 Mark Twain, A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur’s Court.
4 Hanif Virji et al, ‘Facing the end of LIBOR:
the financial and legal implications’, (2019)
11 JIBFL 715. The replacement rates for
LIBOR in other currencies can be found at
p 716. (https://vivadum.com/wp-content/
uploads/2020/01/JIBFL-Facing-the-end-ofLIBOR-Virji-et-al.pdf)
5 Paul Marshall et al, ‘Changing UK inflation
indexation and the end of RPI: some financial
and legal considerations’, February (2020)
2 JIBFL 86. (https://vivadum.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/07/JBFIL-RPI-CPIVirji-et-al.pdf)

Further Reading:
 Facing the end of LIBOR: the
financial and legal implications
(2019) 11 JIBFL 715.
 UK inflation indexation and the
end of RPI: some financial and legal
considerations (2020) 2 JIBFL 86.
 LexisPSL: Banking & Finance:
Practice Note: Interest – funding
rates and margin.

CONCLUSION
To calculate the interest on an arbitral award
using a particular method and interest rate is to
put the cart before the horse. The logical order
is to determine the use that the award would
have been put to by the claimant, from which
the return to the claimant of the award over the
relevant period can be calculated. This can then
be expressed using the preferred interest rate
calculation method and interest rate.
n
Disclaimer: this article is not advice and the
author accepts no liability for reliance upon
any of the facts or matters stated. Financial
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